BACK VIEW OF 110 PATCH PANEL – TERMINATION DETAIL

JACKS 5 – 8

JACKS 1 – 4

BACK VIEW OF EIGHT PORT/EIGHT-POSITION MODULAR ADAPTER AS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH CATEGORY 5e 110 PATCH PANEL.

1. FOLLOW COLOR CODE ON SLOTS FOR PROPER WIRING.
2. MODULAR JACKS ARE CATEGORY 5e.
3. SIX (6) EIGHT PORT MODULAR ADAPTERS PER 48 PORT 110 PATCH PANEL.

COLOR CODE

1. WHITE/BLUE (T1)
2. BLUE/WHITE (R1)
3. WHITE/ORANGE (T2)
4. ORANGE/WHITE (R2)
5. WHITE/GREEN (T3)
6. GREEN/WHITE (R3)
7. WHITE/BROWN (T4)
8. BROWN/WHITE (R4)

SEE DETAIL BELOW